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Abstract: The terrestrial water resources in Shaanxi–Gansu–Ningxia (SGN) region are relatively
scarce, and its climate change is unstable. Research on the deformation driven by terrestrial water load
is of great significance to the dynamic maintenance of reference station networks. In this paper, data
derived from Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) and Global Navigation Satellite
System (GNSS) from 2010 to 2014 were combined to monitor the spatiotemporal characteristics of
surface vertical deformation caused by terrestrial water load change. The single scale factor was
calculated by comparing CPC, WGHM, and GLDAS hydrological model to restore filtering leakage
signal. The singular spectrum analysis (SSA) method was used to extract the principal component of
temporal vertical deformation, and its spatial distribution was analyzed. At the same time, in order
to study the relationship between the terrestrial water load deformation from GRACE and that from
GNSS, the first-order term correction, the Atmosphere and Ocean De-aliasing Level-1B product (GAC)
correction, and the first-order load LOVE number correction for GRACE were adopted in this paper.
In addition, a quantitative comparative analysis of both the monitoring results was carried out. The
results show that the time-variable characteristics of surface vertical deformation characterized by the
filtered three hydrological models were consistent with those of GRACE. The correlation coefficient
and Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency coefficient (NSE) values were the highest in the GLDAS model and the
GRACE model, respectively; the former index is 0.93, while the latter is 0.85. The crustal vertical
deformation from terrestrial water load showed a declining rate from 2010 to 2014. Its spatial change
rate showed an obvious ladder distribution, with the surface subsidence rate gradually decreasing
from south to north. In addition, weighted root mean square (WRMS) contribution rate of the
crustal vertical deformation resulting from GRACE with GAC correction between the different
GNSS stations ranged from 18.52% to 54.82%. The correlation coefficient between them was close
to 0.70. After deducting the mass load impact of GRACE only, the WRMS contribution rate of the
corresponding stations decreased from −8.42% to 21.18%. The correlation coefficient between them
reduced noticeably. Adding GAC back can increase the comparability with GRACE and GNSS in
terms of monitoring the crustal vertical deformation. The annual amplitude and phase of surface
vertical deformation resulting from GRACE with GAC correction were close to those of GNSS. The
research results can help to explore the motion mechanism between water migration and surface
deformation, which is of benefit in the protection of the water ecological environment in the region.
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1. Introduction

SGN region is an important economic zone for the development of the western region,
and its environmental problems are characterized by wind erosion and desertification, soil
erosion, and air pollution. It is one of the regions with the most serious ecological environ-
ment damage and soil erosion in China. Studying the changes of terrestrial water storage
and its load deformation in the SGN region can be conducive to the improvement of the wa-
ter resources environment and regional sustainable development; furthermore, it is of great
significance for the dynamic maintenance of regional high-precision reference framework.
GRACE’s time-variable gravity field has made important progress in monitoring regional
water load deformation, considering northern China [1,2], central Saudi Arabia [3], and
the Degris Islands [4] as examples. A large number of research results reveal the influence
of groundwater reduction in different depth aquifers on ground deformation, which has
attracted great attention among scholars at home and abroad. In addition, GRACE can
effectively monitor glacial isostatic adjustment, solid earth load deformation caused by
climate change, such as ground rebound caused by melting of the South Greenland ice
sheet [5], the annual surface change caused by heavy precipitation in Yunnan [6], and the
elastic deformation of the Australian continent caused by LaNiña event and the water
cycle [7].

However, most studies used the displacement data from GNSS to verify the reliability
of GRACE monitoring results, mainly comparing the annual variation characteristics of
the two results. Through comparative analysis, it was found that terrestrial water load
deformation monitored by GRACE is mainly reflected in the vertical direction. As early
as 2004, Davis found that the surface vertical deformation from water load change in the
Amazon Basin was in good agreement with the annual change in GNSS radial displace-
ment [8]. However, this consistency is poor in regions with small changes in water quality.
Van Dam found that the main reason is that the processing model for GNSS data is inaccu-
rate, resulting in false periodic signals [9]. After improving the processing model for GNSS
data and method, Tregoning found that the correlation between the results and GRACE
was significantly improved [10]. In addition to the water load migration, the physical
factors affecting the vertical displacement of GNSS also include the surface temperature
change, which can cause temperature change inside the surface cement pier of the GNSS
antenna installed on the GNSS station. At the same time, the temperature change in the
bedrock of the GNSS station is caused by the heat conduction mode, thus causing the
vertical displacement change in the GNSS station [11,12].

In fact, the temperature effect is not included in the surface load deformation mon-
itored by GRACE, and its spatial resolution is still insufficient to reflect the local high-
frequency signals in the fine water storage load deformation, thus increasing the differ-
ence with GNSS monitoring [13–15]. However, with the optimization of data processing
methods, the difference between the two is narrowing [16]. Godah [17] investigated the
usefulness of national Continuously Operating Reference Station (CORS) networks, which
provide GNSS data, for the determination of those temporal mass variations and for
improving GRACE/GRACE-FO solutions. Wang analyzed the annual surface vertical
displacement monitored by GRACE and the vertical time series from 29 continuous GNSS
stations in northern China, and the results showed that both of the annual variation signals
of vertical displacement had strong correlation characteristics [1]. Zhang used the time
series of 35 GNSS stations to estimate the annual vertical deformation of the surface in
Nepal, southern Himalaya, and compared GNSS with GRACE monitoring results [18].
Wang adopted the scale factor method to achieve the surface vertical load deformation in
southern Greenland using GRACE, which was in good agreement with the observation
time series from GNSS [5]. It was found that the elevation time series from GNSS contains
the annual vertical surface deformation caused by changes in terrestrial water storage.
Using GRACE to analyze the influence of vertical deformation from terrestrial water load
on GNSS elevation time series has become a research hotspot in recent years. In addition,
some scholars have studied the quantitative relationship between the surface horizontal
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deformation from GNSS and the corresponding results of GRACE. After investigating
nearly 89% of GPS stations, Ray [19] indicated that a positive correlation can be determined
between seasonal deformations of the Earth’s surface in the northern area obtained from
GPS and the corresponding ones from GRACE data.

In order to improve the comparability and consistency between GRACE monitoring
results and GNSS in the SGN region, in this paper, first-order correction, first-order load
LOVE number correction, GAC correction, and leakage error correction were added on
the basis of GRACE spherical harmonic coefficient analysis results. In this paper, the SSA
method was used to extract the vertical displacement characteristics from GRACE and
GNSS. Compared with the direct least squares method of function fitting, the SSA method
has the advantages of accurate signal extraction and can avoid the influence of sequence
noise. The spatiotemporal distribution of results derived from GRACE was analyzed;
furthermore, the results from both GRACE and GNSS were quantitatively compared, and
the annual variation characteristics were also analyzed.

2. Data and Method
2.1. GRACE Data and Postprocessing

The GSM data from the GRACE gravity satellite were used in this paper, as derived
from the Center for Space Research (CSR, the University of Texas at Austin). A level-2
(RL06) monthly gravity field model GSM was regularized by the SH coefficient, which
deducts the effects of solid tides, ocean tides, solid polar tides, nontidal atmospheres, and
oceanic influences, as well as gravity disturbances caused by other entities, such as the sun
and the moon. The RL06 version of the GSM time series incorporates the same process of
surface mass redistribution as the RL05 product.

We used GRACE RL06 data to invert the crustal vertical deformation, according to
Equation (1). We used RL06 data, with a degree/order of 60. We did not truncate the
degree/order 96 to degree/order 60 but directly employed the value of 60 [20,21]. As the
GRACE earth gravity field model contains high-order term noise, in order to reduce the
influence of high-order noise, many scholars [22,23] cut the order/degree of the spherical
harmonic coefficient to 60. At the same time, the spatial resolution of the GRACE gravity
satellite is about 330 km, and the corresponding order/degree is 60. The noise of the high-
degree and high-order coefficients was processed by fan filtering with a smooth radius
of 300 km [24,25]. The correlation error was corrected via P3M15 decorrelation filtering.
Here, the embedding dimension was 5, and the fitting order was 3. The coefficients of
degree 1 were replaced by Sweason’s results [26]. In addition, we modified the expressions
of GRACE C20 values by replacing the C20 values from the CSR/GFZ/JPL-RL06 GSM files
with the corresponding values from TN11. The TN11 values of SLR-derived C20 are not
interchangeable with the TN07 or TN05 values, due to differences in background models
and the absence of background rates in the former. For any month without data, the
coefficients were derived by averaging values from two adjacent months.

2.2. GNSS Data

We adopted geodetic height data from 8 CORS stations, resulting from continuous
GNSS observations in the SGN region from 2010 to 2014. The data processing was mainly
carried out via GAMIT/GLOBK software. Using each station’s daily GNSS data, single-
day region relaxation solutions for station and satellite orbit were obtained. Based on
the GAMIT-derived baseline solutions, the International GNSS Service core stations with
good quality and evenly distributed were selected as fixed reference stations, which were
adopted as constraints used in the GLOBK adjustment; then, the GLOBK was employed in
joint adjustment to gain the time series of station coordinate changes under the ITRF2014
framework [27,28]. Solid tides, tidal ocean signals, and tidal atmospheric signals were
removed, using the IERS 2010 protocol. SSA algorithm, combined with 3RMS criterion,
was used for gross error detection and elimination, as well as interpolation compensation
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for missing data. The location of GNSS stations in the SGNR region is shown in Figure 1.
In addition, the main parameters used in the GAMIT calculation are given in Table 1.
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Table 1. The main parameters used in the GAMIT calculation.

Parameter Processing Mode

Ionosphere delay model LC_AUTCLN
Tropospheric model Saastamoinen + GPT2w + estimation

Ambiguity resolution LAMBDA method
Framework of prior coordinates ITRF2014

Sampling interval data 15 s
Satellite cut-off elevation angle (◦) 10

Solid tide model IERS2010
Ocean tide model FES2004(otl_FES2004.grid)

Inertial framework J2000
Atmospheric mapping function VMF1
Solar radiation pressure model ECOMC model

PCO/PCV IGS14 atx

2.3. Method

Farrell [29] states that if the spherical harmonic expansion of the surface load value
is known, the radial displacement of the Earth caused by this load can be calculated via
Equation (1). The smoothing function in Equation (1) is used to reduce high order noise
existing in the time-variable gravity field model from GRACE [30]. Based on the elastic
load theory, the vertical displacement of the surface detected by GRACE is calculated.
The formula is as follows:

dr(θ, λ) =
3
ρe

Nmax

∑
n=0

n

∑
m=0

h′n
2n + 1

· Pn,m(cos θ) ·Wn ·Wm · (∆Cnm · cos(mλ) + ∆Snm · sin(mλ)) (1)

where dr (θ, λ) is the surface vertical deformation; θ and λ are the colatitude and longitude
of the calculation point, respectively; (∆Cnm, ∆Snm) is the change in normalized SHCs with
degree n and order m; Pnm(·) is the fully normalized associated Legendre function with
degree n and order m; ρe = 5.5× 103 kg/m3 is the average density of solid earth; Wn and
Wm are the degree-dependent and order-dependent smoothing functions, respectively [30].
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The load Love numbers with PREM were obtained from the public data released by
Hansheng Wang [31].

Tapley [32] indicated that it is reasonable to control the truncation of the model order
below 90 order. Chen further revealed that the data above 60 order will introduce large
errors [33]. Therefore, the spherical harmonic coefficient of the gravity model is usually
truncated to 60 × 60 order, and its half-wavelength resolution can reach 333 km [34]. In this
paper, the order and degree of the gravity field model were truncated to 60, that is, the
maximum order/degree in Equation (1) was set to 60. In order to minimize the influence of
leakage error on the surface vertical load deformation derived from GRACE in the SGN
region, the scale factor method was selected to reduce the filtering effect. Specifically,
first, the hydrological model was expanded to gravity spherical harmonics and filtered by
the same process with GRACE. Then, the regional surface vertical load deformation was
calculated to obtain the time series after spatial averaging. At the same time, the unfiltered
gravity coefficients were used to calculate the inversion results. The corresponding scale
factors can be calculated based on two time series—before filtering and after filtering.
In order to ensure that GRACE monitoring results and GNSS data belong to the Center
of Figure (CF) framework, the first-order correction on GRACE data has been completed,
but the first-order load Love number conversion is still needed. In addition, the monthly
average of GNSS elevation sequences is needed to unify the time resolution.

3. Result and Analysis
3.1. Leakage Error Correction with Single Scale Factor

In order to reduce the GRACE filtering loss, in this paper, a single scale-factor method
was used to correct the leakage error. Three hydrological models—CPC, WGHM, and
GLDAS—were used for spherical harmonic expansion, and the same filtering treatment
as GRACE was used to estimate the surface vertical deformation caused by water load
changes in the SGN region, the results of which were quantitatively compared with GRACE
filtering results, which are shown in Figure 2. In order to quantitatively evaluate the
correlation between the results from the hydrological model and GRACE in terms of phase
and amplitude, the correlation coefficient and NSE index were adopted for quantitative
calculation in this paper. Thus, the model closest to the time series of GRACE filtering
results was selected to calculate the scale factor.
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Figure 2. The crustal vertical deformation in SGN region driven by terrestrial water load represented
by GRACE and three hydrological models from 2010 to 2014.

It can be seen from Figure 2 and Table 2 that the correlation coefficient between the
vertical deformation from surface load represented by GLDAS and GRACE filtering results
was 0.93, while the NSE reached 0.85. Compared with CPC and WGHM, the filtering results
from GLDAS were closest to those from GRACE. This shows that soil water storage change
within 0~2 m of surface depth in SGN was the main factor causing the spatiotemporal
change in terrestrial water storage. Moreover, it indicates that the change in groundwater
storage in SGN accounted for a relatively small proportion. Therefore, the scale factor
k = 1.21 was calculated in the SGN region based on the two time series of the GLDAS model
before and after filtering, to restore the leakage signal of GRACE. Then, we adopted the
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corrected results of GRACE to analyze its spatiotemporal distribution in the SGN region
and compared them with those from GNSS.

Table 2. Correlation coefficients between surface vertical deformation of water load in three filtered
hydrological models and GRACE in SGN from 2010 to 2014.

Three Hydrological Models CPC WGHM GLDAS

Correlation coefficient/NSE 0.91/0.50 0.89/0.72 0.93/0.85

3.2. Spatiotemporal Analysis of Vertical Deformation from Terrestrial Water Load

In order to better analyze the spatial characteristics of the rate of surface vertical
deformation caused by the change in terrestrial water load in the SGN region from 2010
to 2014, linear fitting for the monthly spatial grid of monitoring results was carried out to
obtain the vertical deformation rate every year driven by terrestrial water load, from 2010
to 2014, as shown in Figure 3.
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As can be seen from Figure 3, from 2010 to 2014, changes in terrestrial water load in
the study region caused a trend of surface subsidence year by year. This trend showed an
obvious ladder distribution in spatial distribution, and the surface decline rate gradually
decreased from south to north. The surface decline rates in the west and southwest of the
study region were the most obvious, and the linear rate of surface vertical deformation was
−0.6 mm/a. The surface decline degrees in the north and northeast were weak, and the
linear rate was −0.2 mm/a.

In order to further analyze the time-variable characteristics of the vertical deformation
of the overall terrestrial water load in the study region, the SSA method was adopted to
decompose the time series and the overall variation sequence of the vertical deformation
derived from the terrestrial water load. Then, the total time series with a yellow curve was
decomposed into trend term, seasonal term, and residual term, as shown in Figure 4, with
the black curve, red curve, and green curve, respectively.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that the vertical deformation derived from terrestrial water
load in the SGN region was mainly seasonal. The analysis of trend items revealed that
changes in terrestrial water load from 2010 to 2014 caused a trend of ground subsidence
year by year. From the analysis of seasonal items, it can be found that the change in
terrestrial water load in the SGN region caused the surface to produce upward vertical
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displacement from May to June each year. The maximum vertical displacement of ground
uplift was 2.7 mm, and the maximum vertical displacement of ground subsidence was close
to 3 mm from September to October each year. The time-variable characteristics of this
seasonal vertical deformation were obvious, which may be related to seasonal precipitation.
After extracting the trend and seasonal terms, the residuals had no obvious changing trend,
which is probably due to human factors.
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In order to analyze monthly and season spatial variation characteristics, in this paper,
the spatial distributions of results from GRACE were plotted for a total of 20 months from
February, May, August, November in 2010 to the same period in 2014, which are shown in
Figure 5.
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From Figure 5, it can be seen that the monthly vertical deformation of terrestrial water
load in the SGN region had relatively obvious spatial heterogeneity. Signal intensity gener-
ally decreased from south to north. Seasonal variation in the signal spatial distribution in
the study area was obvious. In winter and spring each year, the terrestrial water load de-
creased, resulting in an upward vertical deformation of the surface. By contrast, in summer
and autumn each year, the terrestrial water load increased, resulting in downward vertical
deformation of the surface. Considering the studied time periods, in the spring of 2011 and
2012, the surface of the study area had an obvious upward rebound, while in the summer
of 2013 and 2014, terrestrial water load changes led to significant surface subsidence.

3.3. The Comparison of the Vertical Deformation from GRACE and GNSS

In order to quantitatively compare the consistency between the time series of GNSS
elevation direction and the vertical displacement monitored by GRACE, in this paper,
the reduction ratio of weighted root mean square (WRMS) was analyzed before and after
removing GRACE signals from the GNSS sequence. The numerical results indicate the
contribution of vertical deformation caused by surface quality load changes monitored by
GRACE to GNSS elevation displacement. The calculation formula can be expressed as

WRMSreduction =
WRMSGNSS −WRMSGNSS−GRACE

WRMSGNSS
(2)

Since the impact of nontidal atmosphere and high-frequency ocean signals has been
deducted when solving GSM products, while GNSS coordinate sequences contain such
signals, in order to make the comparison of background models consistent either the
impact of GAC load should be added back to GSM or the GAC should be deducted from
GNSS observations. In this paper, in order to facilitate the calculation, we chose to add
GAC directly on the basis of GRACE GSM results [35,36], which means applying GAC
correction to GRACE results to enhance the comparability of the two results. The vertical
displacement sequence from GRACE before and after GAC correction was compared with
the time sequence of CORS station elevation direction, as shown in Figure 6. Here, the
red curve represents the time sequence of CORS station geodetic height. The blue curve
indicates that only the leakage error was corrected on the basis of GRACE GSM data
processing. The green curve indicates that the leakage error and GAC correction were
carried out on the basis of GRACE GSM data processing. The relevant statistical results are
shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Correlation coefficient and contribution rate between vertical time series from GNSS and
load vertical deformation derived from GRACE in SGN from 2010 to 2014.

Different Method GAC Correction Without GAC Correction

Station Name Correlation Coefficient WRMS
Contribution Rate/%

Correlation
Coefficient

WRMS
Contribution Rate/%

GSJN 0.89 52.79 0.55 16.53
GSJT 0.63 18.75 0.33 3.65
GSLX 0.88 45.59 0.65 21.18
GSPL 0.83 43.97 0.62 20.20

NXZW 0.78 31.48 0.22 2.37
SNAK 0.79 37.92 0.09 −8.42
SNMX 0.89 54.82 0.53 13.45
SNTB 0.58 18.52 0.10 −5.72

It can be seen from Figure 6 and Table 3 that the variation trends of the three time series
on the overall time scale are well consistent. Most of the correlation coefficients between
surface vertical displacement from GRACE with GAC correction and GNSS elevation time
series were about 0.7. After the influence of GRACE and GAC load was deducted, the
WRMS value of the GNSS elevation direction sequence decreased, and the contribution rate
of GRACE to GNSS was within the range of 1.29~58.97%. When GAC correction was not
considered, the WRMS value of the same station was also reduced after only deducting the
GRACE mass load term, and the contribution rate was reduced to−5.72~21.18%. Therefore,
this shows that the vertical displacement results based on GRACE are reliable. Additionally,
this result reveals that the sensitivity of elevation displacement at different stations to
regional terrestrial water load sources is different, based on the different contribution rates
of surface vertical deformation caused by terrestrial water load derived from GRACE to
GNSS elevation time series.

In order to compare the relationship between GRACE monitoring results and GNSS
vertical displacement time series more clearly, GRACE results were deducted from GNSS
vertical displacement sequence to obtain residual time series; then, GAC values were added
to the GRACE results to obtain another residual sequence; both sequences are expressed
with the red and green curves in Figure 7, respectively.
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From Figure 7, it can be found that the residual sequence obtained by deducting
GRACE results from the vertical displacement time series of GNSS still had obvious
amplitude changes. In addition to the GSJT station, the periodic characteristics of residual
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sequences from the other stations were very obvious. On this basis, after deducting the
GAC results, the amplitude of each station residual sequence had different degrees of
reduction. However, the periodic signal characteristics were still noticeable. This shows
that the surface vertical displacement from GNSS in the SGN region still had periodic
signals when deducting the terrestrial water load deformation and atmospheric ocean load
deformation derived from GRACE and GAC; however, the reasons behind this result needs
further study [37].

The amplitude of semiannual signals in GNSS elevation time series is relatively small,
and the influencing factors are complex [15]. Therefore, in this paper, the focus was on the
annual signal, for which a comparative analysis was carried out of the vertical displacement
of the annual changes resulting from GNSS and GRACE. The SSA algorithm was adopted
to extract the annual signal of both the vertical displacement time series [38,39], which are
all shown in Figure 8. The red curve represents the elevation sequence from the CORS
station, and the blue curve represents the vertical displacement derived from GRACE with
GAC correction.
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8 CORS in SGN.

It can be seen from Figure 8 that the annual vertical displacement derived from GRACE
with GAC correction fluctuated within the range of ±5~±20 mm. Its annual amplitude
also changed over time. The annual change characteristic of vertical deformation from
GRACE was consistent with that from GNSS on the whole. According to the annual signal
extracted by SSA, the annual amplitude and phase of GRACE results and GNSS vertical
displacement sequence were obtained by fitting the sine and cosine functions. The unit of
fitted phase is rad; the relative statistical results are shown in Table 4.

It can be found from Figure 8 and Table 3 that the GRACE monitoring results with
GAC correction were consistent with the overall variation trend of geodetic height time
series from GNSS. In addition to SNTB CORS stations, the annual amplitude of vertical
displacement from GRACE was smaller than that of GNSS at the same stations. According
to the above analysis, on the basis of GRACE GSM results, adding GAC back increased the
comparability with GNSS elevation time series to ensure that the two results were affected
by the same load. The annual change in the GRACE results was consistent with the annual
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change in the CORS elevation time series. The results indicate that there was a 1~32 day
delay between the annual vertical displacement of terrestrial water load from GRACE
and the vertical time series from GNSS. It was also found that the amplitude of annual
variation in GNSS elevation time series was not stable but changed with time. In line with
the research idea of most scholars, in this paper, the constant amplitude was used for fitting,
which inevitably increases the uncertainty of its annual amplitude calculation and will be
further explored in subsequent studies [5,39].

Table 4. Statistical values of the vertical deformation from GNSS and the sum of GRACE and GAC in
SGN from 2010 to 2014.

Station GRACE GNSS

Statistic Annual
Amplitude/mm

Annual
Phase/rad

Annual
Amplitude/mm

Annual
Phase/rad

GSJN 4.30 ± 0.06 −1.01 ± 0.03 5.61 ± 0.04 −0.90 ± 0.01
GSJT 3.60 ± 0.04 −1.08 ± 0.02 3.47 ± 0.06 −0.99 ± 0.03
GSLX 4.80 ± 0.05 −0.81 ± 0.02 7.03 ± 0.04 −0.70 ± 0.01
GSPL 4.99 ± 0.05 −1.10 ± 0.03 5.78 ± 0.06 −0.71 ± 0.01

NXZW 5.00 ± 0.04 −1.26 ± 0.01 8.00 ± 0.05 −1.25 ± 0.02
SNAK 5.12 ± 0.10 −0.99 ± 0.04 6.94 ± 0.09 −1.54 ± 0.03
SNMX 5.15 ± 0.03 −0.90 ± 0.03 5.46 ± 0.03 −0.87 ± 0.02
SNTB 4.62 ± 0.08 −1.02 ± 0.04 3.30 ± 0.17 −1.20 ± 0.10

4. Discussion

The gravity field changes monitored by GRACE are caused by the load effect of
change in terrestrial water storage and also include other environmental changes and geo-
dynamic effects, such as atmospheric ocean load, earthquakes, volcanoes, and geotectonic
movements. These effects need to be deducted from observational data, especially GNSS
observations. This is also an important factor affecting the difference between GRACE
monitoring results and GNSS. At the same time, the thermal expansion effect causes the
vertical displacement of the GNSS station. Jiang Weiping [40] found that the annual temper-
ature of GNSS stations in the middle and high latitudes changed significantly, resulting in a
maximum vertical displacement amplitude of 1.8 mm, while the average amplitude of low
latitude stations was only 0.16 mm. It was found that the influence of thermal expansion
deformation had obvious annual and semiannual periodic characteristics, and the average
annual amplitudes of low-, medium-, and high-latitude stations were 0.12 mm, 0.60 mm,
and 0.60 mm, respectively [40]. This effect was ignored in this paper, which is one of the
important factors causing the difference in annual amplitude between the two monitoring
results. With the continuous improvement of satellite gravity observation accuracy, it is
necessary to increase the correction of thermal expansion effect when combining GRACE
and GNSS to analyze the vertical deformation driven by terrestrial water load in the region,
especially when analyzing the annual change. In addition, in this paper, a single scale-
factor method was used to correct the leakage error caused by GRACE filtering [41,42].
The annual amplitude of some stations, such as SNTB results, was greater than that of
GNSS, which may be due to the problem of over-recovering the leakage signal. In the
next study, more appropriate methods on leakage error correction can be considered to
gradually improve the consistency between GRACE and GNSS monitoring results. The
residual vertical displacement from GNSS in the SGN region still had periodic signals when
deducting the sum of deformation caused by terrestrial water load and GAC load from the
vertical deformation sequence of GNSS stations; however, the underlying reasons of this
result need further study [43].

5. Conclusions

In this paper, GRACE RL06 data were used to reveal the spatiotemporal changes in
surface vertical deformation caused by terrestrial water load in the SGN region from 2010 to
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2014. Three different hydrological models were used to quantitatively evaluate the correla-
tion coefficient with GRACE monitoring results, and the scale factor was further calculated.
At the same time, the GRACE monitoring results were compared with the GNSS elevation
time series. In order to enhance the consistency between the two monitoring results, in this
paper, the first-order correction, the first-order load Love number correction, the leakage
error correction, and the GAC correction were used for GRACE results. The principal
components of GRACE and GNSS were extracted by SSA and analyzed quantitatively.
The results are as follows:

(1) The comparison results of three hydrological models showed that the correlation
coefficient and NSE index of GLDAS model filtering results and GRACE filtering time
series were closest to 1, indicating that the scale factor based on the results before and
after filtering for GLDAS could effectively restore the GRACE leakage signal, and the
scale factor k = 1.21 was calculated.

(2) The surface vertical deformation caused by terrestrial water load in the SGN region
from GRACE showed obvious stepladder spatial distribution, and the deformation
variables gradually decreased from south to north. The linear rate of surface vertical
deformation in the southwest was −0.6 mm/a, while the linear rate in the north and
northeast was less, with −0.2 mm/a.

(3) Compared with GNSS, the correlation coefficient and contribution rate of GRACE
and GNSS changed significantly before and after GAC correction was applied to
GRACE. This indicated that GAC correction is helpful to enhance the consistency
between GRACE and GNSS. In addition, both of the annual variation trends were
also relatively consistent, but the total mass amplitudes of GRACE and GAC were
smaller than those of GNSS. The research results can help to explore the motion
mechanism between water migration and surface deformation, which is of benefit in
the protection of water’s ecological environment in the region.
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